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Effects of acute alcohol intoxication on
visuospatial attention
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The aim of the present study was to examine the effects of
acute alcohol intoxication on the spatial distribution of
visual attention measured with simple reaction times
(RTs) to targets presented over an extended region of the
visual field. Control (n�/10) and alcohol groups (n�/14)
were tested with the same protocol. Participants were
tested in two different conditions; in Experiment I,
participants were instructed to direct their visual atten-
tion to the centre, while in Experiment II they were asked
to orient their attention covertly to both right and left, but
not to the centre. Throughout participants were required
to fixate a small cross in the centre of the computer
screen. In the alcohol group, participants received an
alcohol dose of 0.4 g/kg so as to produce a blood alcohol
concentration (BAC) in the range of 0.08% during the
experiments. The spatial distribution of RTs was ana-

lysed graphically with geostatistical methods and statis-
tically through analysis of variance of particular regions
of the visual field. Results showed that controls were able
to direct their attention tightly towards the centre (Expt I)
and also to divide attention (Expt II) to the right and left.
Participants in the alcohol group fixed their attention
more diffusely in the centre (Expt I) and were unable to
disengage attention from the centre in Experiment II. We
conclude that acute alcohol intoxication impairs the
ability to dissociate attention from gaze. Human &
Experimental Toxicology (2007) 26, 311�319

Key words: acute alcohol intoxication; divided attention;
geostatistics; simple reaction times; spatial distribution; visual
attention

Introduction

The effects of alcohol on task performance have

been extensively investigated. However, we do not

known precisely all the mechanisms by which this

drug exerts its effects. Although alcohol use, in

general, is socially accepted, countless deleterious

effects have been recognized. Acute alcohol intox-

ication is closely associated with car accidents, as

well as antisocial acts and risk attitudes.1�4 The role

of alcohol in such behaviours has been related with

the negative effects of this drug on cognitive pro-

cesses, especially on attention.5�8

In the past 20 years visual attention has been

described in terms of varied metaphors, including a

spotlight,9 a zoom lens10 and a gradient field.11,12

An essential aspect of all these metaphors is the
distribution of attentional resources in the visual
field, which is not necessarily determined by the
fixation point, and may depend on both external
events and internal mental processes.

A much-debated question is whether the flex-
ibility of attentional distribution in space includes
the possibility of attending to two separate areas, to
the exclusion of the space between them. Awh and
Pashler, for example, present recent evidence in
favour of the possibility of split attentional foci,13

whereas several prior experiments seemed to ques-
tion this possibility.14�17 Other evidence in favour
of the two spatially separate attentional foci comes
from Müller et al ., who recorded evoked potentials
in the visual primary cortex of human subjects,
showing elegant contour maps of cortical activity
as the subjects were exposed to different stimuli.18

Further recent research has proposed a more
flexible view of this subject. For instance, Gobell
et al . studied a task where subjects should spread
their attention to multiple disjoint locations.19 In
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order to reinforce the division of attention, subjects
were forced to ignore distracters positioned in the
unattended locations; with this procedure subjects
were able to promote a more efficient suppression
of the intervening regions, obtaining a clearer
distribution of attention to separate locations.
Additionally, they found that this capacity of
splitting attention to multiple locations could be
influenced by many other factors such as spatial
frequency and target eccentricity. Kraft et al . found
further evidence in favour of this.20 According to
these authors, spatial distribution of attention is
also influenced by task difficulty and by where
attentional targets are located over hemifields, so
many factors determine how visual attention is
distributed in space.

One aspect that is frequently emphasized is how
alcohol could affect allocation of visual attention
(see Koelega for review).21 Although it is well
known that alcohol impairs the performance in
tasks that require attention, the evidence indicates
that alcohol does not uniformly impair all aspects
involved in selective attention. For instance,
Fillmore et al . dissociated the effects of alcohol on
controlled and automatic allocation of attention.22

They found that alcohol reduces the influence
of controlled processes whereas it increases the
influence of automatic, non-voluntary processes.
This view is supported by others, and there is
general agreement that alcohol consumption impairs
voluntary or cognitive control of attention.23�26

Alcohol seems to impair the ability to voluntarily
allocate and use attention in a variety of tasks;
however, such effects are more pronounced when
dealing with competing demands, ie, when subjects
are asked to detect a stimulus while executing
another task. For example, Moskowitz and Sharma
assessed the effects of alcohol on peripheral
vision.27 They measured the time required to detect
a stimulus located in the periphery while, at the
same time, a central task was being executed,
which consisted in counting the blinks of a central
light. They showed a performance decrement in
intoxicated subjects only when the detection task
was simultaneous with the counting task. No
impairment was observed when the detection task
was performed alone, without the central blink
counting. Post et al . also theorized that alcohol
might constrict the spatial distribution of attention,
impairing intoxicated subjects to notice stimuli
occurring in their peripheral field of vision.28

They measured the manual reaction times (RTs) to
the offset of stimuli positioned in distinct eccen-
tricities. They found that the higher the eccentri-
city, the slower was the response, both in controls

and in the intoxicated group. Moreover, intoxicated
subjects showed greater increases in RTs to the
most peripheral stimuli. Thus, acute consumption
of alcohol affects allocation of spatial attention, and
particularly impairs responses to peripheral sti-
muli.

The assumptions above are in agreement with the
alcohol myopia model.5,29 According to this model,
attentional capacity is limited during acute alcohol
intoxication, making it impossible to properly
encode all relevant stimuli in the environment.
Thus, the limited attentional resources are prefer-
entially allocated to solve the primary task or to
process the stimuli that are more immediate.
Consequently, fewer resources will be available
for secondary task or stimuli, which are not related
with the central task, resulting in performance
impairment. Consistent with this hypothesis,
much research has demonstrated that tasks requir-
ing subjects to divide their attention across distinct
spatial locations or to more than one task are
severely impaired by acute alcohol intoxica-
tion.7,21,30 Moreover, intoxicated subjects seem to
give priority to processing of primary or central
tasks, even in a situation where the secondary task
has emotional significance.31,32 All these findings
contribute evidence in favour of the hypothesis that
alcohol produces a narrowing of cognitive proces-
sing, leading to an increment in the sensitivity to
direct cues and a decrement in the sensitivity to
information outside the main focus.

In order to apply these theoretical ideas to real
situations, more research is needed. In particular, an
important aspect that requires clarification is the
way that alcohol generally affects the spatial dis-
tribution of attention. Particularly interesting is the
critical situation of attentional division, where two
targets must be simultaneously attended in distinct
and separated positions. Although the effect of
alcohol on behaviour has been attributed to the
restriction of the attentional focus, no adequate
method has been used to properly measure this
effect.

In this study we use a novel graphical approach to
the question of attentional distribution, based on
geostatistical analysis.33�40 This method has been
widely used in geographic phenomena (eg, petro-
leum geology, hydrogeology, oceanography and agri-
culture) and is useful when data present spatial
dependence, ie, when data values that are close
spatially show less variability than data values that
are far away from each other.

Our aim here is to investigate how the spatial
distribution of visual attention is affected by
acute alcohol intoxication, measuring simple RTs
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to stimuli presented over a large portion of the
visual field.

Material and methods

Human subjects, equipment and procedure
Graduate and undergraduate students (n�/24) from
the University of São Paulo participated in this
study. They were divided into two groups: control
(n�/10) and alcohol (n�/14). All subjects in the
alcohol group were previously screened on the basis
of their drinking habits and medical history. Inclu-
sion criteria: 1) 20/25 Snellen best-corrected visual
acuity or better, 2) absence of known ophthalmolo-
gical pathologies, 3) absence of any medical condi-
tion that might contraindicate alcohol use, 4) right
handed and 5) right eye dominance. Exclusion
criteria: any history of alcohol problems or other
drug dependency. The pattern of alcohol consump-
tion was assessed through individual interviews and
classified according to Cahalan and Cisin.41 Thus,
only moderate social drinkers were tested. Also,
each subject had their body mass index [BMI�/Wt/
Ht2] calculated in order to exclude overweight or
extremely thin individuals.42 All the procedures
were approved by the local ethics committee and,
before the experiment, subjects signed the informed
consent.

RTs were measured with the software E-Prime v
1.1 (Psychology Software Tools, Inc., Pittsburg,
USA)43 using a 19’ Samsung 997 DF monitor
powered by a PC Athlon XP 2400/512 driven by a
10-bit Matrox P650 graphics board with a refresh
rate of 100 Hz and a resolution of 800�/600. Parti-
cipants’ responses (button presses) were registered
with millisecond accuracy44 through a joystick
connected to the game port of the PC. Participants
were positioned in front of the monitor and main-
tained in this position during the experiment with
their heads stabilized by a chin rest. An infrared
camera was used to monitor eye movements during
the experiments, and trials were discarded if the eye
deviated more than 18 from the fixation point.

All experimental sessions were performed in a
darkened, sound-attenuated room. Participants
viewed stimuli with their dominant right eye, and
were requested to respond as quickly as possible to
the onset of the target by pressing a button on the
joystick with the index finger of the dominant right
hand. Prior to data collection, subjects went through
a training session allowing them to become ac-
quainted with the procedure. Subjects were required
to keep their gaze on a small cross in the centre of
the computer screen. The target to which subjects
had to respond as quickly as possible was a white

dot, subtending 0.28 of visual angle, with a lumi-

nance of 80 cd/m2, against a black background

presented at different positions on the computer

screen. Stimulus duration was brief (100 ms) to

avoid eye movements and concomitant attentional

shifts.18 RTs below 150 ms and above 500 ms were

discarded.
In Experiment I participants were instructed to

direct their visual attention towards a grey square

frame subtending 48 of visual angle, containing 80

target positions, and centred at the fixation cross;

the rest of the screen had 78 target positions

(Figure 1A).
In Experiment II participants were instructed to

keep their gaze in the fixation cross in the centre of

the screen but to direct their attention simulta-

neously towards two grey square frames subtending

48 of visual angle, each one containing 41 target

positions, centred 108 to the right and left of the
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Figure 1 (A) Grid of positions where stimuli were presented in
the Experiment I. The central area of the computer screen, where
participants must direct their attention, were densely distributed
when compared to the sparsely distributed points in the rest of
the screen; x and y in pixels units. (B) Experiment II positions grid
where stimuli were presented. Here there are two regions densely
distributed, where participants must direct their attention, both
right and left and the same sparsely distributed points on the rest
of the screen as in Experiment I; x and y in pixels units.
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fixation cross; the rest of the screen had 72 target
positions (Figure 1B).

Experiments were carried out in a counterba-
lanced way, ie, half of the participants in both
groups were tested first in Experiment I and then
in Experiment II, while the other half of participants
were tested in the reverse order.

Figure 1 shows the positions where the stimuli
were presented in the two experiments. The grid of
stimuli subtended 248 by 168 of visual angle, and
each point in the grid was presented only once in
each experiment, thus Experiment I consisted of 158
trials and Experiment II consisted of 154 trials. The
interstimulus interval was randomly assigned be-
tween 750 and 1500 ms.

All procedures, except alcohol administration,
were the same for the control and for the alcohol
group. In the alcohol group, participants were
required not to drink ethanol for 24 hours and
abstained from food for 2 hours prior to the testing.
They were informed about the amount of alcohol to
be administrated and the expected symptoms. Be-
fore beginning the experimental session, each parti-
cipant drank a mixture of vodka (Stolichnaya†)
containing 40% alcohol by volume and orange juice
in a 1:1 ratio. The amount of alcohol to be consumed
by each subject to reach a peak blood alcohol
concentration (BAC) of approximately 0.08% during
the test phase was calculated using a formula based
upon the subject’s weight (0.4 g of ethanol per kg of
body weight). Participants were instructed to drink
the beverage within a period of 5 min and had to
wait, after that, 25 min before data collection.

BAC was measured only in the alcohol group and
the BAC values were obtained indirectly by means
of a breath alcohol analyser (CA 2000†). The first
measurement was taken 10 min after the subjects
had finished drinking. Following that first measure-
ment a total of 11 further readings were taken at
5-min intervals. Thus, this procedure resulted in 12
alcohol concentration values (numbered from 1 to
12 covering the period from 10 to 65 min after
terminating alcohol ingestion). Thus, some measure-
ments were acquired before (pre-test phase), during
(test phase) and after (post-test phase) the end of the
acquisition of the experimental data. The critical
measurements of the ‘test phase’ were those ob-
tained immediately before the beginning of data
collection. Once the tests were finished, participants
left the laboratory only after their BAC was below
0.03%.

Data analysis
Data were analysed with standard commercial sta-
tistical software (SigmaStat 1.0 and Statistica 6.0).

A two-way repeated measures analysis of variance
(ANOVA) was used to verify global differences
between groups and experiments.

In order to verify if the qualitative difference in
the geostatistical maps correspond to significant
differences in RTs, we decided to run another
ANOVA. The aim of this second ANOVA was to
verify whether RTs of the central and lateral regions
of interest (ROIs, ie, the 48�/48 squares defined by
grey frames, see Figure 1) were different, and how
they were influenced by the experimental condi-
tions (Expts 1 and 2) for both experimental groups
(control and alcohol). In these analyses, we calcu-
lated the mean RTs obtained for each subject in the
central ROI and those obtained in the lateral ROIs. It
is important to mention that RTs of both lateral (left
and right) ROIs were pooled together in this analy-
sis. Therefore, in this ANOVA, group (control and
alcohol) was used as a between-subject factor, and
instructions (pay attention to the centre � Expt. 1,
and pay attention toward the laterals � Expt. 2) and
ROIs (central and laterals) were used as within-
subject factors. Moreover, planned comparisons
were made, within each group, to check the effects
of experimental condition on RTs for both central
and laterals ROIs.

RTs were also analysed through a geostatistical
method using GeoVisual software version 2.2.35

Geostatistics is useful whenever data show spatial
dependence, ie, whenever data values that are close
spatially show less variability than data values that
are farther away from each other. The exact nature of
this pattern varies from experiment to experiment.
The variability of the data as a function of distance
between points is a function called semivariogram,
g (h ), given by:

g(h)�
1

2n

Xn

i�1

[Z(x�h)�Z(x)]2

where n is the number of pairs of points separated
by a distance h ; Z (x ) is the value of the regionalized
variable (data value) at point x ; and Z (x�/h) is the
value of the regionalized variable at point (x�/h ). A
detailed description of the geostatistical analysis is
given in Goovaerts.34

A unifactorial (12 levels) ANOVA was used to
analyse variations on BAC, only in the alcohol group
as a function of time following alcohol administra-
tion. Thus, BAC measurements (moments from 1 to
12) were used as within-subjects factor. When
necessary, we also performed a post hoc analysis
using the Newman�Keuls method. The significance
level adopted was P B/0.05.
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Results

Error rate
Trials that were exclude (RTB/150 ms or �/500 ms)
or trials where eye movements occurred constituted
less than 4% of the total number of trials in both
experimental conditions and for both alcohol and
control groups.

Blood alcohol concentration
Analysis of variance of BAC values measured at 12
moments following alcohol administration showed
a statistically significant difference, as would be
expected during the hour following alcohol admin-
istration [F11,143�/12.41; P B/0.01]. However, the
post hoc analysis showed that the mean BACs
obtained during the time participants performed
Experiments I and II (moments 4�7) did not differ
from each other (P �/0.05 for all). Differences were
only obtained when BACs of the test phase were
compared to BACs obtained for the pre-test and/or
post-test phase. Thus, the BAC values during the
attentional tests did not vary significantly, present-
ing a mean value of 0.089/0.01%.

RTs
Two-way repeated measures ANOVA showed that
globally controls did not differ in their overall RTs
from the alcohol group [F1,22�/0.016; P�/0.897], nor
was any difference present between Experiments I
and II [F1,1�/0.048; P�/0.827]. These global results
are shown in Figure 2.

The second ANOVA, however, showed that ROIs
[F1,22�/18.73; P B/0.001] was a significant source
of variance, and also the interactions between
instructions and ROIs [F1,22�/10.29; P�/0.004],
and the triple interaction among group, instruc-
tions and ROIs [F1,22�/5.03; P�/0.03]. In the
factor ROIs, RTs for central stimuli were shorter
(2789/31 ms) than those obtained for lateral ones
(2959/26 ms). The triple interaction means that
the effects of the instructions and ROIs between

the two groups were different. Figure 3 shows the

main results of this ANOVA. The planned com-

parisons confirm and extended the ANOVA results

showing that: 1) Control group � RTs obtained

for the lateral stimuli were significantly shorter

(P�/0.009) when subjects were instructed to pay

attention toward the lateral ROIs (2839/24 ms), in

relation to the instruction to pay attention to the

centre (3109/35 ms). For central stimuli, the dif-

ference between the instruction to pay attention to

the centre (2719/20 ms) and that to pay attention

toward the sides (3029/46 ms) also was marginally

significant (P�/0.053). Therefore, for the control

groups, it is clear that the instructions of Expts I

and II caused differences in RTs in both ROIs

(Figure 3A). 2) Alcohol group � RTs obtained for

the central stimuli were not affected by the

instructions of Expts I and II: RTs obtained when

the instruction was to pay attention to the centre

(2739/26 ms), did not differ from those when the

instruction was to pay attention toward the sides

(2689/31 ms, P�/0.692). This means that, for this

group, independently of the instructions, attention

was always strong in the centre. For lateral stimuli

there was also marginal significance (P�/0.061) for

shorter RTs when subjects were instructed to pay

attention toward the lateral ROIs (2869/18 ms), in

relation to the instruction to pay attention to the

centre (3029/45 ms) (Figure 3B). Taken together,

the data obtained for the alcohol group suggest

that, despite the instructions they received, they

Global results of the two experiments in both groups
SRTs Mean and SE (ms)
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Figure 2 Data (mean RTs in ms) from Experiments I and II for
controls and alcohol group
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Figure 3 (A) Mean RTs for ROIs in Experiments I and II for the
control group. (B) Mean RTs for ROIs in Experiments I and II for
the alcohol group.
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always maintained their attention around the point
of gaze.

The data were also submitted to graphical analysis
using geostatistical methods and then plotted as
pixel maps. Maps of Experiment I were not very
different for the alcohol and the control groups,
except that the attentional focus of the alcohol
group appeared to be more diffuse than that of
controls. Maps of Experiment II, however, showed a
remarkable difference between the two groups.
Whereas controls were able to split their attentional
focus to both lateral targets (leaving the centre
relatively unattended), characterizing a divided
attention situation, the alcohol group was not
able to do so. Their main attentional focus was
coincident with the fixation point at all times.
Figure 4A�D show the pixel maps obtained through
ordinary kriging of Experiments I and II in both
groups. Greyscale coding indicates shorter RTs
as lighter areas and longer RTs as darker areas,
indicating higher or lower attentional focus
respectively.

Discussion

Acute alcohol intoxication disrupts the distribution
of spatial attention, as shown in the pixel map of
Experiment II (Figure 4D). Participants in the alco-
hol group maintained their attention tightly focused
near the point of gaze, and thus presented impair-
ment in endogenously preferentially orienting atten-
tion to peripheral regions, as shown not only by the
pixel maps but also by the second ANOVA.

This tendency of intoxicated subjects to allocate
their attention always around their point of gaze can
be related to other findings. For example, Wegner
and Fahle have demonstrated that alcohol-
intoxicated subjects take more advantage of a gap
condition than sober volunteers in saccadic re-
sponses, ie, they show an increased gap effect.45

The gap effect is the reduction observed in saccadic
RTs when 200 ms before the onset of a peripheral
target, the fixation point disappears (gap condition),
relative to the condition with no fixation point offset

Figure 4 (A) Pixel map of Experiment I for controls shows
clearly shorter RTs in the centre coincident with the attentional
focus. (B) Experiment I for alcohol group shows the same pattern
but with a slightly bigger focus. (C) In experiment II controls were
able to orient their attention to the two lateral targets leaving the
central region unattended. (D) Experiment II’s pixel map clearly
shows a remarkable difference when compared to controls; it was
not possible for participants to disengage their attentional focus
from the centre where the fixation point was located, ie, where
their gaze were located.
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(overlap condition).46�48 Some authors interpret
this latency reduction as a consequence of the
disengagement of attention induced by the fixation
point offset.47,49,50

According to this view, while attention is disen-
gaged, the detection of any other stimuli will be
facilitated and thus the saccadic response time
would decrease. Wegner and Fahle showed that
the amount of reduction in saccadic response time
obtained in the gap condition for controls was 8% of
the latency in the classic condition.45 On the other
hand, the gain obtained under the influence of
alcohol reached 18%. This finding is consistent
with the supposition that the sensitivity of intoxi-
cated subjects to foveal stimuli is increased and that
they tend to allocate attentional resources near the
fovea.

An alternative explanation is based on the
alcohol myopia model,5 as mentioned in the
introduction. According to this model, attentional
capacity is reduced in intoxicated subjects, making
it difficult to properly process all the relevant
stimuli in the environment. This assumption gives
rise to two possible explanations for the effects of
alcohol on attentional tasks. In complex situations,
especially when the primary task presents a high
level of difficulty, inebriated subjects will allocate
their limited attentional resources in the most
important stimulus or the primary task. As result,
the processing of secondary tasks or the effect of
distracters will be greatly impaired. On the other
hand, when the primary task is simple and low-
demanding, more resources will be available for
processing distracters and its disruptive effect on
the primary task will become more evident. In our
experiments, subjects did not execute a high
demanding task. Thus, their primary task in
Experiment II was to covertly orient their attention
to the sides, in order to facilitate the visual
perception of the stimulus that would probably
appear in the attended location. Although sober
participants did not have any problems with this
task, intoxicated participants had difficulty in
properly orienting their attention to the indicated
location shifting away from the fixation point. The
effects of alcohol on the spatial spread of visual
attention were clearly observed in the pixel map of
Experiment II and in the second ANOVA. Accord-
ing to our interpretation, owing to the low-
demanding characteristic of the primary task in
our experiments, intoxicated participants were not
able to ignore the ‘distractor stimulus’ � the
fixation point, presented in the fovea. Thus,
alcohol would impair performance on attention
by compromising the ability to direct attention to

relevant positions (the targets) and away from the
irrelevant one (the fixation point).

According to Kraft et al ., targets positioned in the
same hemifield impair splitting of attention.20 Thus,
it is easier to split attention across targets in
opposite hemifields than in the same hemifield. In
agreement with this supposition, in our paradigm
the stimuli were positioned in different hemifields
and in the control situation we found evidence in
favour of divided attention.51 In addition, it is also
postulated by Kraft et al . that divided attention is
more likely to occur in a task with high-demanding
characteristic.20

In summary, our study showed that pixel maps
obtained through geostatistical analysis are useful
to show, with good resolution and precise location
of the focus(i) of visual attention, that alcohol
intoxication affects the capacity to voluntarily
allocate visual attention in space. These effects
were evident in Experiment II where participants
were required to divide their attention between two
spatial locations before target appearance. In this
condition, controls were able to split their atten-
tional focus according to the instructions and
responded faster to stimuli appearing in both
locations. Intoxicated participants, on the other
hand, presented impairment in this situation,
focusing their attention primarily on the fixation
point, ie, they did not seem able to disengage
their attention form their gaze. Although alcohol-
related performance decrements are not restricted
to only this situation, these results are compatible
with those of others researchers who showed
that alcohol is related to impairment in dividing
attention.7,21,42

Geostatistical methods constitute a useful tool to
analyse the effects of acute alcohol intoxication on
the spatial distribution of visual attention. Through
this method it was possible to visualize alcohol’s
effects on attention with a new perspective through
pixel maps. It was possible to demonstrate that
alcohol impaired disengagement of the focus of
visual attention from gaze. Thus it appears that
alcohol promotes an ‘attentional anchorage’ to the
location of the eye gaze.

In conclusion, in the present study we were able
to demonstrate an attentional effect of acute alcohol
intoxication. Geostatistics thus constitutes a promis-
ing resource to investigate attentional effects of
other neurotoxicants and psychotropic drugs.
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